
 Kraemer’s  

Alpaca DK  

(70% Alpaca / 30% 

Merino wool) 

 

 

 
1 skein  

shown in color grey  

 

Measures approx.   

19”  at brim & 7 1/4” 

from top of hat to 

brim.  

 

5 sts  / 7 rows = 1” in 

pattern  

 

 

Knitting Needles:  

Size US 8 / 5mm 16” 

circular &  

size 8 dpns (or size 

needed to obtain 

gauge) 

 

 

Notions:  

crochet hook,  

tapestry needle,  

stitch markers 

 

 

 

 

This cute hat is knit with our super soft  

domestic Alpaca/Wool blend yarn. It  

features cables, earflaps, and braided ties. A  

perfect hat for the teenager or 20 something in 

your family. 

Cables and Earflaps Hat 

By Stephanie Taylor  

Intermediate  



Cables and Earflaps Hat 

Cable Stitch Instruction:  

C4B - Cable 4 Back: A four-stitch back cable  

1. Slip the next 2 stitches on the left-hand 

needle to the cable needle and hold the  

cable needle to the back of the work. 

2. Knit 2 stitches from the left-hand needle. 

3. Knit 2 stitches from the cable needle. 

 

Brim 

CO 88 st(s). PM and join, being careful not to 

twist. 

 

Work in garter stitch (knit one round, purl one 

round) for ten rounds, increasing 12 stitches 

evenly in the last round (100 sts). 

 

Body 

Round 1, 2, 4, 5, & 6: *K2, P2, K4, P2, repeat 

from * to end of round. 

Round 3: *K2, P2, C4B, P2, repeat from * to 

end of round. 

 

Work in this pattern until hat measures 7" from 

cast on edge. 
 

 

Decreases 
Round 1: *K2tog, P2, K4, P2, repeat from * to 

end of round (90 sts). 

Round 2: *K1, P2tog, K4, P2tog, repeat from * 

to end of round (70 sts). 

Round 3: *K1, P1, K1, K2tog, K1, P1, repeat 

from * to end of round (60 sts). 
 

 

Cut yarn, leaving a 6-8" tail. Thread yarn 

through remaining stitches and pull top of hat 

closed. Thread through to wrong side of work 

and secure, weaving in ends.  
 

Earflaps 
Mark center back of hat (with removable 

marker or  scrap yarn). Count forward 8 st(s) 

from marker. Pick up 18 st(s) with dpn.  

 

Row 1 - 10: K all rows.  

Row 11: K to last 3 st(s), K2tog, K1. 

Repeat Row 11, 14 more times (3 sts). BO. 

Repeat procedure on opposite side of hat. 
 

 

Braids 
Cut 9 one yard lengths of yarn. Thread through 

bottom of earflap with crochet hook, centering 

the strands.  Divide into three equal parts (six 

strands in each part) and braid. Tie off with an 

overhand knot. Repeat procedure on opposite 

side. Trim ends. 


